Teaching The Elusive Skill Set: Concept and Content by Strasburger, Zark (Peter) & Urrutia, Leandra
List 1:
• Name of session: Teaching the Elusive Skill Set: Concept and Content
• Chair(s) of session, Institutional Affiliation: 
			(co-chair) Zark Strasburger Memphis College of Art
			zstrasburger@mca.edu (​mailto:zstrasburger@mca.edu​)
				and 
			(co-chair) Leandra Urrutia Memphis College of Art
			lurrutia@mca.edu (​mailto:lurrutia@mca.edu​)

• This will be a discussion between the panel and the audience, not a presentation of papers. The session will start with introductions and brief presentations by each of the panelists followed by an open discussion between the panel and the audience.

• Participants:
	Chris Yates; Columbus College of Art and Design, Columbus Ohio;  CYates@CCAD.EDU (​mailto:CYates@CCAD.EDU​) [CONFIRMED]
	Jesse Payne; Virginia Commonwealth University in Qatar, Doha, Qatar;
jwpayne2@qatar.vcu.edu (​mailto:jwpayne2@qatar.vcu.edu​) [CONFIRMED]
	Amy Vogel; School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL; avogel@artic.edu (​mailto:avogel@artic.edu​) [CONFIRMED]
Brian Sikes; School of the Art Institute of Chicago, Chicago, IL; bsikes@saic.edu (​mailto:ahall@saic.edu​)
[CONFIRMED]



